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LIBOR has been a key interest rate benchmark for many decades, used as the
principal reference rate to several hundred trillions of dollars in deriva ves, bonds,
loans and securi za ons. However, when the LIBOR manipula on scandal
unraveled itself in 2012, widespread problems with regard to the reliability of
LIBOR were iden ﬁed.
As a result of this, the global regulatory community introduced reform eﬀorts with
the aim to help rebuild the public’s trust in the reliability and robustness of
reference rates, including LIBOR. Since then, the Financial Conduct Authority had
announced that a er 2021 it will no longer compel par cipa ng banks to submit
their LIBOR data. What this largely means is that from the end of this year LIBOR
may disappear and ﬂoa ng rate loans that currently reference LIBOR would be
expected to transi on to a ﬂoa ng rate based on so-called “risk-free reference
rates” (or RFRs). In the case of Sterling-denominated commercial loans, the
relevant risk-free reference rate being strongly promoted by the Sterling Working
Group (which was set up by the Bank of England to help develop alterna ve
referencing rates) is the Sterling Overnight Index Average (or SONIA).
This ar cle looks at the key diﬀerences between LIBOR and SONIA and how these
rates may impact legacy loans and new loans going forward.
Key diﬀerences between LIBOR and SONIA
There are three key diﬀerences between LIBOR and SONIA that will impact how the
rates are used in order to calculate interest under commercial loan facili es:
1. Historic vs. predic ve: SONIA is a backward-looking single-day rate. It is
the interest rate paid yesterday on “risk-free” overnight deposits between
ﬁnancial ins tu ons as published by the Bank of England. By contrast, LIBOR
reports the rate at which funds are made available between certain banks
for the speciﬁc forward-looking tenors (for instance, one week, one month,
three months, etc.). In short, LIBOR is based on a projec on, whereas SONIA
is based on historical data.

2. Calcula on: Broadly, LIBOR is determined by calcula ng the average rate
at which a group of speciﬁed leading banks can borrow funds from each
other in the wholesale London lending markets. However, with SONIA, it is
determined by a compounded average in order to reﬂect as a single
percentage rate per annum the cumula ve eﬀect of the applica on of a
series of individual daily readings of SONIA to any no onal sum over a given
period.
3. Economic concept measured: SONIA is designed to be a (nearly) risk-free
rate. As a consequence, SONIA does not incorporate any credit or liquidity
premium. By contrast, LIBOR is designed to provide an indica on of the
average rates at which submi ng banks could obtain wholesale unsecured
funding for set periods and incorporates both a credit premium (to reﬂect
term bank credit risk) and a term liquidity premium (to reﬂect the risk
inherent in longer-dated funding).
As visible from these key diﬀerences, the transi on away from LIBOR into SONIA
does ul mately represent an important shi in the debt ﬁnance landscape, and will
alter the way in which interest on commercial loans is calculated, as well as
requiring a change of approach by the ﬁnance and treasury func ons of borrowers.
What does this all mean for calcula on of interest?
Currently, the LIBOR element of interest calculated on a loan for any period under
a loan facility (being an Interest Period) is largely determined at the start of the
relevant Interest Period based on the matching forward-looking LIBOR rate. The
interest payable for that Interest Period will therefore be known in advance. This
provides cash ﬂow certainty for all par es.
This will in theory no longer be possible with SONIA, as it is a backward-looking
overnight rate rather than a published forward-looking rate. Instead, with SONIA,
the ﬂoa ng element of interest for an Interest Period is determined by reference to
a compounded average of SONIA during that Interest Period. This gives rise to the
issue that if interest is determined “in real me” during an Interest Period, the
amount of interest payable by the borrower will not be known un l the end of the
Interest Period (or, in fact, the day a er). Given that interest is payable on the last
day of the Interest Period, this approach would not be prac cal or administra vely
workable for either lenders or borrowers.
In order to address this issue, the market at present is moving towards a “lag
approach” whereby the compounded average of SONIA for an Interest Period is
calculated over a lagged period (o en called the Observa on Period) which begins
a speciﬁed number of days (e.g., 5 Business Days) before the ﬁrst day of that
Interest Period and ends the same number of days before the last day of that
Interest Period. The net eﬀect is that the compounded average SONIA rate
applicable to the Interest Period (and, therefore, the interest payable in respect of
that Interest Period) is known on the last day of the Observa on Period, being a
speciﬁed number of days before the last day of the Interest Period. This is intended
to give the borrower suﬃcient me to arrange its interest payment.
What happens with exis ng loans and legacy loans?

It would be advisable to review exis ng facility agreements as soon as possible in
order to determine two key points:
1. Transi on mechanics: This looks at whether the loan facili es already
include any pre-emp ve provisions catering for the transi on to SONIA and,
if so, whether these are appropriate (and whether they will work in prac ce).
For borrowers, par cular cau on needs to be given to any transi on
provisions that provide their lenders with a wide degree of discre on to
unilaterally impose a LIBOR replacement methodology; and
2. Fallback provisions: What are the relevant fallback provisions which will
apply if LIBOR ceases to be available and no alterna ve rate is adopted?
Absent of any eﬀec ve transi on provisions and/or a consensual transi on,
the ﬂoa ng rate element under syndicated and bilateral loans may fall back
to each individual lender's cost of funds. This is problema c for a variety of
reasons, including the diﬃculty of calcula ng the relevant cost to the lender
of a par cular loan.
Considera ons for new facility agreements
When nego a ng new facility agreements, there are a few points worth
considering:
1. Adjustment spread: As compounded SONIA does not incorporate any
liquidity or credit risk premium, it is likely to result in a lower ﬂoa ng rate
than LIBOR. However, this means that Lenders may seek to increase the
margin or add a “credit adjustment spread” to cover the diﬀerence between
SONIA and LIBOR in order to maintain their interest rate return.
2. Opera onal and treasury func ons: Borrowers and their internal
corporate treasury teams will need to ensure that the new methods of
interest calcula ons are recognised and to regularise their systems in order
to accommodate any new methodologies for the calcula on and payment of
interest. In par cular, even with the inclusion of observa on periods, this
transi on may require more ac ve and stricter management of cash towards
the end of Interest Periods to ensure that there are suﬃcient funds to meet
interest payments. Borrowers should also be wary of the diﬀerences in
methodology for interest calcula on between diﬀerent currencies depending
on the relevant RFR involved, and whether exis ng reference rates are
con nually being used (for instance, for Euro denominated loans, EURIBOR
will con nue to be published).
3. Break costs: Currently, break costs are charged when borrowers repay an
amount during an Interest Period, but with SONIA, in theory, it will no longer
be relevant as loans will no longer be priced against a forward-looking term
interest rate benchmark. As such, lenders may require addi onal or
increased prepayment fees.
Conclusion
LIBOR discon nua on was ﬁrst announced in 2017, yet the “market” approach to
transi oning out to a new RFR such as SONIA is s ll a complex and developing
area. Even in a series of announcements and guidance made as recent as March 5

by the FCA, the ICE Benchmark Administra on (IBA) and the Interna onal Swaps
and Deriva ves Associa on (ISDA) did not provide deﬁni ve guidance regarding
how all loans and deriva ves will fall back. For instance, some of the most notable
announcements included that one- and three-month USD LIBOR will be published
through June 30, 2023, while all GBP LIBOR se ngs will be published through
December 31, 2021. However, it was le open as to the possibility that the most
common USD LIBOR and GBP LIBOR may nonetheless con nue to be published
under a “synthe c” methodology beyond those dates.
That said, whilst the desire to wait for market conven ons to crystalise is
understandable, me is ul mately running short. As such, to avoid any
unpredictable pi alls and exposure to unnecessary risks, we con nue to advise our
clients to remain proac ve in their considera ons towards a transi on away from
LIBOR. This would include reviewing exis ng loan agreements as well as opening
engagement with lenders and borrower clients to agree on best ways forward.

